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FEMA housing demand low
WILDFIRE RECOVERY » Authorities say many of
those displaced found places to stay on their own
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The demand in Sonoma County for government-provided
housing after the October wildfires has been surprisingly low,
because even though the disaster claimed several thousand
local homes, many displaced

residents apparently found accommodations through their
family, friends or insurance
company.
Out of more than 3,200 fire
victim applicants who the Federal Emergency Management
Agency has said were eligible
to be considered for temporary
public housing, just 189 said

they needed it, according to figures released earlier this month.
Most of the need is being
filled in RV spots at the Sonoma County Fairgrounds and at
apartments leased by the federal government.
Supervisor Shirlee Zane, who
represents the area including
the fairgrounds site, said she
expected a greater interest in
FEMA housing, recalling how
federal officials prepared to deploy as many as 500 temporary

housing units shortly after the
fires broke out three months
ago.
“The fact that we need a lot
less than that surprised me,”
Zane said. “Which means either people are finding housing,
they’re staying with friends and
family, or they’re moving out of
the area. I think it’s a little bit of
each.”
Following the fires, FEMA
TURN TO FEMA » PAGE A2

OCTOBER WILDFIRES » RECOVERY EFFORTS

State poised to lower cost
of burned tree removals

BY THE NUMBERS
As of last week:
■ More than 3,200 fire victim applicants interviewed who were eligible for
consideration for temporary housing
■ 189 of those said they needed federal
housing
■ 135 housed so far
■ 82 of those at Santa Rosa County
Fairgrounds
■ 53 in FEMA apartments
Source: FEMA

WASHINGTON

Uneasy
shadow
cast upon
Congress
Trump’s words pull
parties, DACA apart
as shutdown looms
By JONATHAN MARTIN
AND MICHAEL D. SHEAR
NEW YORK TIMES
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Michael Wagner walks through a burned portion of his land in Foothill Ranch near Santa Rosa on Monday among fir, madrone and oak trees
decimated by the Tubbs fire in October. A proposed state rule change would make it easier for wildfire victims to remove burned trees.

Forestry and fire agency agrees to streamline process to harvest timber
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

M

ichael Wagner doesn’t like the
idea of cutting down trees on his
71-acre Santa Rosa ranch, blackened by October wildfires.
But if he has to do it to rebuild his
damaged house, he will. And he welcomes
emergency measures from state officials
that could make the job easier — and possibly put money in his pocket.
“It’s kind of like you’re putting the old
horse down,” said Wagner, whose Blue

Gate Road property was in the path of the
Tubbs fire. “You don’t want to do it unless
you absolutely have to.”
Under a proposal that could benefit
Wagner and other fire victims, the state
Board of Forestry and Fire Protection
has agreed to waive its requirement that
residents file costly timber harvest plans
before removing scorched trees to be sold
for lumber.
The waiver would apply to stands within
300 feet of damaged or destroyed structures and would be in place for at least
six months, speeding recovery and saving

land owners up to $40,000 for the cost of
timber plans.
Matt Dias, the board’s executive officer,
said it was adopted after fire victims in
Sonoma, Mendocino and Napa counties
complained the existing rules were a limiting factor in their ability to rebuild. The
change is being reviewed by the Office of
Administrative Law and could take effect
later this month, he said.
“From the comments we have heard,
it’s an important mechanism for
TURN TO TREES » PAGE A2

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump’s incendiary
words about immigration have
dampened the prospects that a
broad spending and immigration
deal can be reached by the end of
the week, raising the possibility
of a government shutdown with
unknown political consequences
for lawmakers in both parties.
Democrats facing re-election
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Trump carried INSIDE
in 2016 fear that ■ Some Dems
a government join GOP push
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p r e c i p i t a t e d banking
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nations
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their
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campaigns. And
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ing increasingly uneasy that
liberal colleagues eyeing White
House bids are demanding that
any spending bill beyond a stopgap measure that expires on Jan.
19 include protections for immigrants brought to the United
States illegally as children.
“Welcome to our world,” said
Sen. Claire McCaskill, D-Mo.,
who is running for re-election in
a state that Trump carried by 19
percentage points.
“We’ve got people running for
president all trying to find their
base, and then you’ve got people
from Trump states that are trying
to continue to legislate the way
we always have — by negotiation,” McCaskill said. “And never
the twain shall meet.”
But Republicans face their own
TURN TO SHUTDOWN » PAGE A9

MLK day marked by Trump criticism
RACIAL TENSIONS » On
King holiday, US divided
and ‘the dream’ distant
By JONATHAN LANDRUM JR.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

ATLANTA — Two of Martin Luther King Jr.’s children
and the pastor of his historic
Atlanta church marked the national King holiday Monday
with sharp denunciations of
President Donald Trump, focusing on disparaging remarks
he is said to have made about
African countries and Haitian
immigrants. Angry pro-Haiti

protesters and Trump supporters yelled at each other from opposite sides of a street near the
president’s Florida resort.
At gatherings across the nation, activists, residents and
teachers honored the late civil
rights leader on what would
have been his 89th birthday and
ahead of the 50th anniversary of
his assassination in Memphis,
Tennessee.
But in the many speeches delivered from pulpits and
podiums across the country,
Trump’s name came up nearly
as often as King’s, with speakTURN TO KING » PAGE A2

INSIDE
Santa Rosa
celebrates Martin
Luther King
Jr. with day of
service / A3
Martin Luther
King III, right,
with his wife
Arndrea Waters, left, and
their daughter
Yolanda, 9,
visit the Martin
Luther King Jr.
Memorial in
Washington.
PABLO MARTINEZ MONSIVAIS / ASSOCIATED PRESS

INSIDE
CRANBERRIES SINGER DIES:

Dolores O’Riordan penned,
performed iconic hits in
the ’90s, such as “Linger,”
“Zombie” / A7
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